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Focus on on cybersecurity...
200 Companies Gather for Cyber Europe 2014
Cybersecurity experts from around Europe were put to the test this month at Cyber Europe 2014. More than 400
cybersecurity professionals from over 200 organizations dealt with more than 200 distributed cyber-attacks
around the EU. The event was called "the largest and most complex such exercise in Europe" to date.
FCC Levies Cybersecurity Fines against Two Telecoms
YourTel America and TerraCom Inc have received a $10 million fine from the FCC for failing to securely
encrypt the data of 300,000 customers and then not informing those customers that their data had been exposed.
Air Transportation Industry Gets Cybersecurity Toolkit
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) has released a cybersecurity toolkit for airlines, airports and
related businesses. The toolkit addresses communication technologies such as reservation systems, departure
control and air traffic management.
National Research Foundation Funds Mobile Security, Others
Singapore's National Research Foundation has funded seven new cybersecurity projects, including some
focusing on mobile security and cloud data protection. The grants, totaling approximately US$33.6 million, will
last between two and five years.
BitSight Acquires AnubisNetworks
BitSight Technologies has acquired the Portuguese cybersecurity company AnubisNetworks for an undisclosed
amount. Anubis serves telecoms, mobile operators and other industries.
NetScout Purchases Monitoring, Security Operations from Danaher
Three network monitoring and security subsidiaries of Danaher have been acquired by NetScout for $2.6 billion
in stock. They include Tektronix Communications, Arbor Networks and a portion of Fluke Networks. The move
triples the number of NetScout employees.
Optus Partners for Cybersecurity
Australia's Optus has partnered with its parent company, SingTel, and security company FireEye to build
cybersecurity centers in Sydney and Singapore. Each site will hire 150 cybersecurity professionals.
MasterCard Uses Geolocation to Reduce Fraud
There are some things fraud can't buy. To make sure that stays true, MasterCard has turned to geolocation to
help reduce the number of "false positive" fraud warnings when its users are traveling. The service, currently in
beta, is enabled by partner Syniverse.
Verizon Adds Cybersecurity Tools from FireEye
Verizon Enterprise Solutions customers will soon have increased cybersecurity options from FireEye. The
service will be available in the first quarter.
SK Telecom Adds Privacy App
Korea's SK Telecom says it will soon launch a service called Security Box, which is designed to protect its
customers' privacy. The app will protect data from hackers and optionally encrypt messages.
BT Goes on the Defense
BT has announced a new security product, BT Assure Threat Defense. The service will monitor network traffic
and downloads across everything from mobile devices to servers. The service is currently being piloted in the
U.S.; it will launch worldwide later this year.
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